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1993

Finally, after years of heavy spending on maintenance and repairs, the Camp had an uneventful
year while cautiously spending their money. It was a good thing too as the camp man days were
down. The good news was that the bank balance was on the rise and there were no major projects
to tackle this year. The president, Rob Haddow, indicated they had to continue to use the funds
wisely as the economy is tough and it will be hard to maintain our income through the low man
days.

The shower building was completed this year on June 23rd, 1993 by Orlyn
Lewis, Bob Larsen, J. Kennedy, Larry Ancypa and Ned Riley and most
bugs with the water supply have been removed.

The electrical update work by John Lauder, Doug Lauder, Willis Ball and
Tom Rhadigan was proceeding well with two of the 2 man cabins
completed. The Main Lodge wiring was made the priority for the
upcoming year with $1,000.00 being set aside to accomplish the task.

Every camp was assigned the task of re-chinking the Main Lodge. Keith
Balfour found out it was best to use cement to chink with and got the

name of the product for the Board. Al Glover donated a sofa and chair for the porch, a
wheelbarrow and a microwave oven to the camp. Once again, the siding job on the Boathouse
was postponed due to the shifting. It was getting more serious than ever with the supports
breaking under the pressures. Fred A. Isaacs, Bill Gracey and Keith Balfour were working on the
drainage problem and would continue over the next few years to solve the problem.  The work
done by these members saved the Camp a lot of money.

The water purification system talked about before was snubbed
and it was decided to continue getting the drinking water from
Bennett’s well.

The old Party Boat was repaired at a cost of $497.00 . It had
been taken out of the water in the spring and returned after the
repairs were done. A steel boat had to have it’s bottom
replaced by Kenny and the two boats down river also needed
repairs. This was to be completed by next spring.

Picnic tables were desired by the members, so the Board was instructed to have 2 in Camp for the
following season.

The generators were acting up and blowing the batteries. Al Glover had an electrician friend



coming into spring camp and Al had him, Don Stroud, look into the problem since they were the
first in camp for the year.

A new chainsaw was purchased at a cost of $402.50 for camp use and Rob Haddow said he
would try to repair the old one as it would be nice to have two chainsaws in camp. Two used
propane fridges were purchased for $213.76 to be used as bar fridges in the main lodge.

This was a hard year for man days as 5 members resigned. Dues for the year had increased to
$202.00 per year which included 7 free days. A reasonable price for the amenities offered.

Resignations (5) Ed Ancypa, Bob Lauder, Joe Faron, Doug Warford, Mike Milewski.
New members (0)
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